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High, Dry and Brilliant - Jeff Makin 

Working with a beautiful model can be a distraction for an artist. Not so for Marco Luccio, whose drypoints and 
etchings of two of the most beautiful cities in the world go far beyond mere architectural description. 

Not for Luccio afternoons wistfully wasted sipping hot chocolate in the Café de Flore, watching the world pass by, 
imagining that you are sitting in the very chair that Picasso or Hemingway sat in. 

Instead, the Melbourne artist is up the top of the Arc de Triomphe drawing the Eiffel Tower one way and the view 
to Montmartre the other. 

Then he's up the stairs at Notre Dame to sketch the many gargoyles and, as night falls, the lights of Parks. 

In Florence he is similarly athletic, drawing from the hill at the Piazzale Michelangelo or inside the Uffizi looking 
out, sketching the bridges across the Arno . 

Luccio was there for only four weeks last year, but the first impression of the latest exhibition is one of sheer 
energy. This is compounded by the manual dexterity of his process. 

Most of these prints of Florence and Paris are drypoints – that is, no acid is used to create the groove in the 
copper plate to hold ink. 

The grooves are made by hand, leaving a burr that also holds the ink and prints like a blurred feathered shadow 
around the line. Drypoint requires great strength of hand. 

This exhibition continues Luccio's fascination with cities previously seen in his graphic essays of Sydney and 
Melbourne. 

There is a swinging bravura to Luccio's drawing. It doesn't dwell on strict empirical description of the architectural 
form (as attractive as it is) but scraping into the copper plate lets the line develop its own charcter and direction. 

His Eiffel Tower moves off centre, leaning like a Frech Tower of Pisa. Its metal lacework become structurally 
unsound, yet registers as a freehand equivalent of this icon of the Industrial Revolution. 

Decribing Notre Dame's gargoyles, Luccio places them within a tondo, a porthole, through which you peer at 
these gothic guardians on the famed Galerie des Chimeres. 

Detailed sketches of the winged things accompany Luccio's print. For a moment you can see the artist's 
concentration wafting off into medieval associations of the monster Gargouille, thought to be an original 
inhabitant of the Seine until killed by St Romaine in the 7 th century and put into service as a water spout. 

The masterprints in the exhibition are his Paris Triumphant 1 and 2. they can be seen singly or joined as a 
diptych. 

Though monotonal, printed in a warm mixture of sanguine darkened with a smell of black, they convey the 
atmosphere and immensity of the subject. 

This is reinforced by the platetone, the pentimento of the platewiping process intentionally left to “bed down” the 
lines into. 

This aspect of Luccio's work places it outside the many other graphic impressions of the same subject that too 
often read simply as descriptive tourist posters. 

It's the autonomous nature of his line as a line it its own right, with personality and attitude, amplified by such 
pentimento, or shadow of the line, that places Luccio's prints of the top end of the genre. Bellissimo! 

 


